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Jeff Woolsey changed the default prefix character in SI~ITALK to slash (/). 

Paul Thompson repaired a problem in GTR in which LUltiple items of the form 
TYPE/* were sometimes not processed. 

Don Mears installed a space-saving change into OVJ. Don also changed OVJ 
to force all RBF jobs to run on the Cybe:- 74. Additionally, Don changed 
lAJ to ignore a :READ appearing as the first line :~f a job. The reason 
for this change is a long story. We are building a co~unication link 
with the St. Paul Computer Center. The SPCC has a:1 IB::-f 4341 which we 
want to talk to our Cyber 730. The current plan i.s to have the IBN computer 
imitate a HASP terminal and talk to RBF through th~ 2550. RBF will treat 
the HASP terminal as three devices, a card reader, a line printer and a 
card punch. Each of these devices has a data strec.:n associated with it. 
To send a job from SPCC to UCC, the job arrives on the card reader stream; 
the output leaves on the line printer stream. To send a job from UCC to 
SPCC is not as easy. The job arrives at SPCC via the punch stream. The 
output comes back to us over the card reader stre~ prefixed with a :READ 
fo~lowed by NOS commands to copy the data to a file and route it to an 
appropriate printer. The :READ is prepe:1ded by tl:e IB~1 spooler and has 
to be ignored by lAJ in order for the job to run - hence Don's change. 
Additionally, Don rearranged quite a bit of code in DSP to make room for OVJ. 
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Marchal! Midden installed unspecifi.ed changes in to lLF, the TIELINE facility. 

Steye Siirila installed ~ /CHARGE reformatting aire.:tive into SUBMIT 
(see DSN 8,2 p. 14). 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 

Telenet and Research Cluster Terminal Surcharge - by T. E. Kovarik 

I propose installing changes to the format of the S?ORT (port configuration 
and validation file) and the associated binary PORT file, to retain addi
tional information. This will allow the accounting group to identify 
and charge a surcharge to TELENET and Research clus::er terminal users. 

An additional four alphanumeric character accountin3 code will be stored 
per each rotary code in SPORT. 

The binary PORT file will contain a sixty bit field per terminal number 
instead of the current six bit field per terminal number to accomodate 
the new alphanumeric accounting code. 

The program CPORT will be changed together with the mods ROTARY and ROTRYl 
to lTA, to accomodate this feature. 

The mod lTAKLG to lTA will be changed to issue an additional message to 
the account file presenting the .rotarycode and the charging code. The format 
of this message will be: 

JOBN~ffi.ABRT, RC, CCCC. 

Where RC=rotary code, and CCC=charging code. ' 

I shall do the work. 

1/l/1/ll// 

Box-Jenkins Programs - by Mike Frisch 

I propose installing the FORTRAN programs BJDEF and BJIDENT along with 
a user library of FETCH type called BOXJLIB. These are the parts of a 
package we purchased from a vendor to analyze tL~e series models using 
the Box-Jenkins philosophy. 

BJIDENT provides for the identification of standard univariate analysis 
or transfer function analysis with one or more input series. BJDEF provides 
diagnostic checking, identification and forecasting for standard Box-Jenkins 
univariate analysis, for intervention analysis, for transfer function 
analysis with one. or more input series, or for a co:J.bination of intervention 
and transfer function analysis. 
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VMS INFORM . .S. E. Collins 
R. A. Holoien 
t-1. R i v i e r e 

A facility to provide general on-line docu0entation is needed on the VMS 
VAX. The HELP facilitl.j of Vt'IS provides a good, brief explanation of 
system commands and their argument s ; it is comparable to 
WRITEUP(CONTRnL) under NOS. It is not an appropriate machanism for 
delivering lengthy, general-purpose documentation. What is needed is a 
facility like WRITEUP on the Cybers. 

We propose i nsta 11 i ng a new system c Oli'c";land, INFORt1, to provide this 
service .. The format of the INFORt1 command \.:Jill be identical to that . of 
the HELP command. The information database for INFORM will be in the 
directory [!NFORMJ. Information directo1ies may be placed in the 
[lNFORMJ directory by any staff member. Administration and edito~i~l 

review of the documents in [!NFORMJ will be handled by the documentation 
group. as it is currently being handled on the Cybers for WRITEUP. 

The structure and method of access will be described by example: 

INFORM' 
Entering simply INFORM will tell the user how to use the INFO~M 
comm.3nd. 

INFORM topic .. . 

· This will list the file [INFORM. tooiclt~oic. LIS. This file may be a 
short explanation of the subtopics available under this topic or a 
complet~ document. 

INFORM topic subtopic 
This will list the file riNFORM.topicJsubtopic.LIS. 

INFORM topic subtopic sub-subtopic 
This will list the file [INFORM. tonic. subtopicJsub-s,Jbtopic. LIS <and 
so on>. 

Several options will be available: 

/INDEX 
This will provide a complete index, or the index for a selected topic 
or subtopic. INFORM will generat~ the index much like WRITEUPCINDEX> 
is generated. The document file will no~ be listed. 

/OUTPUT=file-~~ 
This will cause the output from INFORM to be place on file-spec. 

/REVISED=date 
This will select only those to~ics or subtopics that have been 
revised or added since date. 

/X9700 
This will obtain documentation formatted for the Xerox 9700. <In 
this case, INFORM will search for files with an extender of X97 
rather than LIS>. 
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VAXiVMS Online Documentation-·by L. B. Merirns 

Note--This proposal was written to serve as a springboard for discussion 
between the documentation group and the VMS system manage r to come up with 
a solution to the online documentation problem on the Shepherd Labs VAX. 
I had completed the writeups section of the proposal last Wednesday when 
Steve Collins told me about his INFORM proposal and his plans to submit it 
to the DSN that Friday. Since the subJect is going to be discussed, and 
determined nat to let the issue go by default, I submit my proposal as 
well • . though I have not had time to polish it or complete the Helps 
section. The proposal considers both a writeup mechariism and the 
administrative issues that would surround any writeup system. 

Two Kinds of Documentation 

First, it is important to understand that we are dealing with two distinct 
kinds of documentation, differing in format and purpose: the "help" and 
the "writeup . " 

A ''help" is a succinct statement of fact regarding some aspect of using the 
system. It is intended to be called up interactively by a usar, usually to 
refresh t h e i r memory p r i or to t a k in g an act i on to rna k e sure t h e y 'r e " g e t t in g · i 
it right," or to see a list of available choices. Exampl~ ·;; are: I want to 
copy a file, now is it inputfile-outputfile or outputfile-inputfile? When 
does the operator dump files enqueued to the Xerox 9700? What is the site 
code for Lauderdale? 

·.__ 

A "writeup" is a narrative description that treats i51 detail services that 
are available on the machine and how one goes abqut using them. While they 
can be read at a terminal, they are usually too lengthy far this kind of 
use. Instead, the user generally prefers to print a hardcopy of the 
d o c u men t, then read i t through b a c k at the off i c e, a wa 1J from the term in a 1 . 
Examples are: "SPSS for VMS," or "COM--Communications Program for 
Microcomputers." 

Roughly speaking. a help is to a writeup as a reference card is to a users 
manual. 

On the UCC Cyber systems, both kinds of online documentation are provided 
by the writeup utility. Writeup<control=*) is the best example of a help 
facility on the Cybers (the help command secondarily accesses control=*>. 
Documents such as writeup<archive/ exemplify the narrative users manual. 

Now we are confronted with a new operating system. VMS comes with a 
sophisticated system help utility, far more flexible and easy to use than 
the Cyber indexed writeup. 

However, the \/MS system does not provide any "prepackaged" utility 
equivalent to the Cyber writeup system. 

Writeups 

1 . Create a username DOCUMENT. As with the usern~mes PASCAL, 
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SHORTCOURSE, and GRAPHICS already e•istin; o~ th9 VMS syste~, 

this username will be used to manage loca! dc:ument ati on files and 
develapmant proJects on the VMS system. 

I will be the direct "human " owner of this us:rname. The password to 
this username may be JUdiciously given out. ~cr example, to other 
members of the documentation group and to the system manager. 

Create a directory. on either of the user pac~s. named either [writeupsJ 
or [manuals]. Writeups generated btl staff '.!!ill be put up as "files 
under this directory. 

3. The owner of this directory will be the U!C of the DOCUMENT username . 

4. The protection on this directory shall be: SY'STEM: (RL-JED), OWNER: (RWED>, 
GROUP: ( Ri.J~) I l.JORLD: ( R). 

5. Define a system-wide logical name such as: sys$manu -al: or 
sys$wri teup: or ucc$wri teup:. This is necessary to save a user 
from having to know which volume the manuals actually reside upon. 

User Interface 

How will users use this writeup facility? How will they find out what 
manuals are available and retrieve their own copies? 

Index 

The writeup facility as so far proposed is nothing more than a collection 
of files in a directory. It is as if we had created a particular user 
number. say, DOC1234 on the Cybers and stored all writeups as CT=PU under 
that user number. What is missing from the scheme is any sort of 
formalized "Table of Contents," or index to the collection--the kind of 
necessary function performed by writeup(index) on the Cybers. 

I propose to use the help facility as the Table of Contents to the writeup 
directory. The tree-structure of the help utility makes it charmingly 
well-suited to this purpose. 

(This part of the writeup proposal is bound up in later proposals for 
handling online helps, but let's bring it up now, anyway. Whichever scheme 
is adopted, the issues are logically the same. • will use the "morehelp" 
scheme rathe1· than "help service" for illustraticn purposes.) 

The MDREHELP command will point to a help library containing information on 
UCC VAX/Vt1S services. One module in this librar;J will be titled "writeups" 
<or manuals or whatever). When a user types: 

$morehelp writeups 

They will · see roughly the follou;ing : 

WRITEUPS 

UCC maintains a collection of online writeups that describe in detail 
how to use various system facilities and what services are available. 
All writeups are kept as files in the directory 
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s 4 s !f.w;- it e up : 

To list out a writeup at your terminal enter: 

$type sys$writeup:writeupname 

To get a printed copy of a writeup, enter: 

$print sys$writeup:writeupname [any print command qualifie~sl 

You can also copy, append, or view a writeup from an editor, as you 
can any file for which you have READ permission. 

Short descriptions of writeup conterits are ·given in the help modules 
below. 

Additional information available: 

Advice 
SPSS 

Com 
TagDspl 

Imageproc 
Textproc 

Graphics 
VAX VMS 

scss 
Xerox9700 

The user could then further explore with: 

$morehelp writeup tom 

And get the following reply: 

WRITEUPS 

COM 
· .. 

"Communications Program COM" 
UCC CAI Group. 

by George Gonzales and Mark Luker, 
Last Update: February, 1982 

This writeup describes the microcomputer program COM used to 
transfer files and make the Terak, Apple, and Xerox 820 
microcomputers act as intelligent terminals to the UCC Cyber, 
YAXVMS and YAXUnix systems. 

There are two writeups: 

sys$writeup:com. lis is formatted for output on any standard 
output device. 43 pages. 

sys$writeup:com. x97 is a Scribe-formatted Xerox 9700 output 
<35 pages)and MUST be printed with the 
following command: 

$print sys$writeup:com. x97 /queue=x9700 /char=<scribe,duplex> 

There is a setup fee for X9700 output. 
Turnaround will be several days. 

We would probably need to come up with a standard format for these index 
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entries. 

Installing Writeups 

~e have no REDACT-like utility to install ~riteups. Many things are 
going to have to be done "manually" th=>t F=:DACT does automatically. 

The protecti,Jn on the [writeupsJ directoq; is: SYSTEM: <RL.JED), OWNER: <RWE:D>, 
GROUP: <RWE), WORLD: (R). To install a wr-ite.;p, a staff member simply 
copies the writeup file to the twriteupsJ jirectory. That, however, 
is not, and never has been, all there is t .:; the matter. The ·re are other 
matters that an author ought to attend to : 

Compose an index entry for their writeup in the correct help source 
format. 

Have their writeup reviewed by others in their group and by some 
member of the documentation group to ensure some minimum standards of 
accuracy, style, and clarity. 

- Consider carefully what existing documentation will be affected by 
their new writeup. Usually, a writeJ...ip i: going to provide additional 
information on some locally-installed system command . The convention 
is that locally-installed system commands have "Documentation" submodules 
in their main system help library entry . That submodul~ ought to be 
updated. If it's your help module, ·y ou ~ust update the help source 
and see about getting it replaced in the help library. For example, 
a new SIR writeup will necessitate updat:ng the SIR help module. Also. 
your writeup may be the first to announce a change in a system feature 
<perhaps X9700 queue dumping hours). If this information appears 
elsewhere in now-outdated form, whoever owns that documentation ought 
to be notified that it is soon going to be wrong. 

-Check the CwriteupsJ directory to make sure that their writeup's name 
will not duplicate an existing writeup's name (unless it's an update 
of that wr i t e up . ) T h i s is a b so 1 u t e 1 y n e: e s sa r y because of the way 
VMS files work. Person A's GRAPHICS. LIS will simply be stored as a 
"one-higher" version of person B's GRAPHICS.LIS with no system 
notification at all. A user always gets the latest version. Writeup 
names MUST be uni~ue or we shall be tromping over each other's toes. 

Scribe formatted writeups for the X9700 MUST have the file type 
. X97 . All others, for user convenience, i'"1UST have file type 
. LIS. No DOCs, no TXTs! <Others may be added, e. g., NEC spinwriter 
versions.) If you have an . X97 version, ·~ou must also have a . LIS 
version of the same text. 

Send MAIL to DOCUMENT saying: 

I'm adding a writeup named (full -rile spec) 

The help •.iiriteup index entry is in fila .. (full file spec) 

Other Documentation I know will be affected is ... 

I'm going to put it up ... 
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Your GIVEN name, as "owner", since some staff share UICs and we 
don't want to lose track of who owns what. 

The protecti.:m on the writeup should be: S: <RWED), 0: (RWED>, G: <RWE>, 
W: <Ri. 

Delete old versions. Keep backups of old versions, and, certainly, 
your current version. 

DOCUMENT will get back to you 
index entry, and any comments 
such as help command entries, 
in your wr i t e up . 

about installing your help writeup 
about changing other documentation, 
to correspond with the information 

DOCUMENT will keep all its old writeup MAILs as a log of [writeup) 
directory ac~ivity. <This implies you send MAIL for updates, as well 
as original entries.> DOCUMENT will also keep backups of new 
writeups, and will monitor Cwriteupsl directory activity with the 
DIRECTORY command. 

It would HIGHLY desireable to automate as much of this as possible. 

Commentary on Administering EwriteupsJ 

The first version of this proposal had the protection on directory writeup 
as: SYSTEt"': (RWED), OWNER: < RWED), GROUP: ( R), WORLD: ( R). A veqJ great d ea 1 
hinges on the addition of Write to GROUP privileges, and it was not done 
without considerable reflection on the author's part. Essentially, without 
G: (W), bOCUMENT would be the only username that could add writeups to the 
system. Channeling writeups through DOCUMENT would ensure: 

- That a writeup got reviewed before it was put .up. 
" 

That authors compose index entries for their writeups. 
goes up without an index entry. 

No writeup 

That owners of other documents and helps were notified of changes 
necessitated by information in a new writeup and given a reasonable 
chance of updating their documentation. Without this "cross
referencing" function, documents under different owners tend to 
get "out of phase," e. g., writeup<control=submit> not having CR 
listed as one of the valid MI options. 

That no name conflicts occur. 

Having G: <R>-only is the most attractive proposal from the point of view of 
trying to ensure a documentation set of highest quality and consistency 
among diverse elements. DOCUMENT keeps the keys to the barn door. 

GROUP: <RWE> flings the barn door wide open. Staff are put on their 
own recognizance. NoT·mally, authors <who are, after alL interested in good 
documentation) are going to be concerned about having their writeups 
reviewed, abo,Jt having index entries for them, and about trying to keep the 
body of VAX documentation internally consis~ent. But, this does not always 
work out to be· true in practise anymore than it works out to be true of 
system mods or CALLPRG entries. And DOCUMENT has no REDACT, no DSN, and 
no CALLPRG manager privileges to encourage thoughtful, publicized change. 
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GROUP : ( R\.JE) ~:-uts th.:.• documentation group in the position of often having to 
act "a~ter the fact ." We are free to chase the horse high and wide through 
the cor-1'idor ·:; of UCC, after it has escaped, ~.~lith no means of persuading it 
1ack inside if it doesn't feel like returning. 

After much thought, I decided upon the less restrictive course. I don't have 
a "put •Jp" t>J offe1' =Jet. I can't think what form a documentation DSN would 
take (maybe I ought to start a column), and deteriorating documentation 
doesn't have as obvious and immediate a bad effect on users as a bad CALLPRG 
index . What has come to be true for proposing system changes and changing 
CALLPRG has never been made true for writeup. People don't seem to want it 
to be true . Very well. so be it . 

I have man~ reservations about this. 

But I do have a few things working on my side. I have stated procedures . 
I tend to be pretty good about keeping track of things before they happen, 
even if I can't do much about them . I have the authors ' good will. I have 
(or hop~ I'll have> my morehelp writeup index which will be one or the main 
ways authors will have to tell people about their writeups . 

And I want one thing more. 

I want it well-recognized that DOCUMENT is free to copy then delete ANY 
writeup if it deems it necessary to do so . Since writeup files are put up 
without Group: <D) to guard against accidental casualties, DOCUMENT is going 
to nee d access to a system number with BYPASS privileges to get rid or 
writeup. ("Access" could be many things . ) 

- rt's hard to conceive of a situation where this step would ever actually 
be taken, except perhaps an inadvertent duplicate writeup name, or a 
fossilized writeup. One always tries to work things out on an individual 
basis, since no matter how clear-cut the rules are, the world is fuzzy. 
But some preemptory ability is necessary to control the system documentation 
set. 
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SYSTEM NAINTEN~'\c-=-: P~o::>le and Procedures 

Last Weeks Syste!r!5 Gro·q }feeting - by T. W. Lanzatella 

The following prop~sals were discussed. 

1) Tom Lanzatella's p:-oposal to add a /CHARGE reformatting directive to 
SUBMIT was accepte~ (see DSN 8,2 P. 14). We decided that any parameters 
on the /CHARGE directive would be taken as a charge number and a prompt 
would only be :J.ade for a project number. 

2) George Gonzalez' proposal to add a ne~v program XFER to the UNIX and W1S 
systems was approved (see DSN 8~2 P. 14). 

3) Stewart Levy's prop0sal to improve VMS line printer efficiency was 
approved (see DSN 8,2 P. 14). 

4) Stewart Levy's prop0sal to add a subroutine to SCRIBE which renders 
the package usable L~ a batch mode was accepted (see DSN 8,2 P. 15). 
A long discussion of ~he pitfalls of page faults under VMS ensued. 
Marisa said she is ~orkir.g on a document which will warn users of the 
additional expence incurred due to careless use of page faults. Sara 
Graffunder stated that she would make sure the short courses on VAX 
DCL contained a si~ilar warning. 

Operations is unhappy ~~th the documentat~on which describes how to run 
the UNIX VAX. Chris Boylan offered to work with operations on this. 

TWL will order S for th: l~IX VAX. 

The old topic of Saturd~y system time came up. Jerry Larson was receptive 
to a suggestion that op~rators be present during Saturday evening so that 
a systems person didn't have to be present in the building. This plan 
will be put into effect in the next couple of lveeks. 

WTS said that CTSS doc~entation looks good. 

KCM will split pack SPL into two parts soon. One part will be called SPL 
and will be shared on all three mainframes. It will contain only Callprg 
and Writeup. The other device will ·be called STF and will have all staff 
files from SPL. 

Marisa mentioned that the VAX at Shepherd Lab is sometimes unattended. JOL 
will investigate. 

11/1/l/11/ 

Callprg and Library Tape ~ews - by N. Riviere 

On March 16~ J. l~ang will modify the Callprg index on the . Cyber 74 and 172 
to ·include a time series analyzer package. This package consists of a 
fetch type library, BO~~IB and two control statements callable programs: 
BJIDENT and BJDEF. James and ~1. Frisch are presenting a description of 
this package in a separate article in this DSN. 
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The next set of Callprg a,nd Library Tape changes '.:ill take place on March. 30. 
Requests for that date .should be submitted before !-larch 18 at noon. 

/111111/11 

Ad-hoc CALLPFC Corrunittec Report - by A:-ldre.-1 3. H3stin3s. 

(I •,.uuld like to apologize for any errors or omissions in this report. 
Apparently no one realized that \ve were to presznt a · . .,rritten report, and 
thus I am recording this from ;ne:nory.] 

1} 

2} 

We spent most of the time explaining ~13t the 
meant and what the various defaults \-Jere. 
details here. 

various parameters 
I won' t go into the 

Several people expressed concern about 
argument cracking. \'le decided to leave the 
is the operating system default. Ps no one 
to go through the index and insert 
appropriate. 

the change· in default 
default at KR since this 
else ~as the time, I am 
CC:SC p3rameters where 

3) There are several problems related to the default H==E. Possible 
solutions discussed incluje changing the default to R; installing a 
version of ACQUIRE like MECC's; and adding M para-:1eters as needed in 
the CALLPRG index. We chose the last option. This means that M==R 
will have to b= specified for all text files, all FDL and SEGLOAD 
binaries, and other miscellam~ous cata files. 

4) We will attempt to pla~e all necessary tape-resident packages on 
disk (perhaps a D.J-2 can be created). If they will not fit, we \'lill 
provide a GRAB utility which will be called by CALLPRG to handle 
tape-resident packages. 

5} The lack of any field len•:Jth specification parameters in · the new 
CALLP~ will cause difficulties for several packages. We came up 
with five solutions: 
a} If the source is availa~le, re-compile the program so that it 

will run at the correct field length. 
b) If possible, try to patch the loader tables in the binary so 

that the correct field length is used. 
c) Write a small bootstrap program which CALLPRG \vill call; the 

bootstrap will set the ·::orrect field len3t~ a;~d call in the main 
program. 

d) Use a procedure file to set the correct field len;Jth. 
e) Place the program on the library or deadstart tape and provide a 

LIBDECK directive that sets the correct field length. 

6) The CALLPRG search order (system file, then local CALLPRG file) was 
grudgin:Jly accepted. One advantage of th= old se3rch order v1as that 
new CALLP~ entries could be tested. I su3gested that CALLGEN be 
used to check the syntax of entries; other tests can be made by 
changing the packagG name. 
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7} T:k dc::Eault 
\/ill b~ OFF. 

value fc :- :..-.:: US2F2KG option in the validations filt:: 
Users ;:;~;--. ::;:;;-_.1:; this setting ~i th SETVAL. 

8) Som2 p.!ol_)le objected tc: 4- .__ -
::-~ess:13e th3t lAJ issues when US·~r ..... :: 

CALLPRG is turned o== 3.:-J ~ 3n unidentifiable program is requested. 

~-Jc de:::ided to leave this .,.. .. 
"":- -:o the syste;ns group. 

9} One person had so:ne SJ392s:.ions for additional features to be 
includ2d in CALLPCG. I r~qJ.=sted tl13t they be postponed until the 
ne\.J CALLPRG can be com?:et~:y installed and tested. -

Because of the delay invol ':ed i:-, 3etting this report published, the 
ch:mges to NOTICE/Nai'IFY inc:uded in my CALLPRG proposal \·lill be 
postponed until after sprin3 qu3rter. I am also :::ontemplating a change 
to the global match character f:o::-~ * to $. 

////Ill!! 

The Project Oriented Syste:::. Gro~p - by T. \-1. Lanzatella 

We continue this week 'tvith a de:cription of current projects in the 
system group. This 'veek we cov.::r the Systems Ad::tinistration group. 

NOS Analysis and Maintenance 

VMS Analysis and ~~intenance 

Callprg and Library Tape 

REDACT and Writeup 

CDC Product Set Installatio::t 

VMS Queue Project 

Eunice Installation and 
Support 

PDP 11/45 Software Conver
sion 

VMS Consulting 

Dichomed Imaging Software 

Software Distribution 

Cpnsulting 

Help Line 

JG 

45% 

5 '1 n 

-3'7-

J}I SL RKF SFS 

10% 40% 

10% 5% 

35% 

55% 5% 

13% 

17% 

35% 5% 

5% 

5% 



NOS analysis and maintenance refers to vz:ious day-to-day activities of 
keeping the Cyber systems running. 

~IS analysis and maintenance refers to vz:ious day-to-day activities of 
keeping the VMS system running. This inc:udes maintenance, administration, 
support and self-education about VMS. 

Callprg and Library tape is the day-to-de; procedure of keeping the Callprg 
index and Library tapes up to date. 

REDACT and Writeup is really two seperatc but related projects. REDACT 
is an interractive program used to update the Writeup index. Writeup 
refers to a project of separating the prcgram writeup from Callprg. Both 
projects are substantially complete. 

CDC product set installation is a quarterly activity and consists of in
stalling new versions of the CDC product set as they arrive. 

The VMS Queue project is a set of prograw.:; for VNS which serve to queue 
and dequeue various types of queue files. The programs search the queues 
and do the appropriate thing depending on what device the file is bound for. 

Eunice installation and support is the dey-to-day activity of understanding 
Eunice and keeping it running. 

PDP 11/45 software conversion is a projec~ to convert the programs which 
used to run under UNIX on the PDP 11/45 t:> run under Eunice on the VAX. 

VMS consulting is predominately consulting with staff. 

Dichomed imaging software is a project to write }illCORE files (mainly 
TELLAGRAF files) for Dichomed queue processing. 

Software distribution is the occasional duty of placing distribution 
software on tape. 

/1//11//11 

CRAY Passwords - by K. C. Matthews 

It is hard at present for CRAY users to change the password of the CRAY 
account which they use. This is because of the insecurity of the COS 
file system and COS accounting system. T;e COS program which changes passwords 
is also the program which creates and deletes account numbers, and anyone 
can do anything with the program. Hence, here is how we do it now: 
Jack Sch~.rab maintains a text f:ile on the Cyber of all the CRAY account 
numbers and their passwords. "~en a user wants the CRAY password changed, 
Jack must XEDIT this file. Then, at irregular intervals, this file is used 
to create a new account number file on tee CRAY itself, 

I have written a Cyber program called CRJ~PW which will simplify this process. 
It is called as follows: 
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CRAYPW,QpW=old,NPW=new. 

CRAYPW is an SSJ= program which·does the following: 

L Sets its user number to a. special Cybe:r: account number belonging to 
Jack. 

2. Copies the old text file to a new text file, looking for the current 
Cyber user number in the file. Thus, the Cyber user number must match 
the CRAY account number. 

3. If the OPW specified matches what is in the old file, the NPW is put 
in its place in the new text file. If no match, processing stops. 

4. If everything is ok, the new text file replaces the old text file 
on the Cyber. Also, a job is sent over to the CRAY to immediately 
change the CRAY password. The output from this CRAY job returns 
to the special account, not to the original users account. 

There are some other considerations. 

1. The CRAY may be down or sick. In that case the job submitted to the 
CRAY could get lost, and the password change will not take effect 
until the next general update. 

2. CRAYPW takes about 10 Cyber 730 CPU seconds to run because the file 
is so long. CRAYPW is written in PASCAL and uses standard PASCAL 
character I/0. 

3. The old and new passwords do not show up in the Cyber dayfile (SDM=). 
However, there is no provision for the secure entry of these parameters. 

4. There is a UN= parameter which can be used only by the help-line to 
change the password of any CRAY account. 

5. This feature has been requested to the several CRAY users. 

6. CRAYPW can only be run on the Cyber 730. It seems to be fairly bullet
proof. If stopped, while running, it doesn't leave any important 
files around (SSJ=). 
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Shepherd Lab VAX VNS System by H. Riviere 

This is a report of the current status of the Shepherd Lab VAX ~1S system. 
The purpose of this report is to present a description of how we are running 
VMS at UCC, to describe which kind of policies have been established for 
system maintenance and support, to give a brief description of where some things 
are and what they mean on VNS and, in general, to open a forum for information 
and opinions, critisisms and suggestions. This report may not cover all 
the different facets of the system, but I will follow it with additional 
publications in this bulletin. I hope that '"ith this I can accomplish my 
intention of briging VMS out of the dark initial stage in which most new 
things are. I also hope that from now on I will be able to present future 
VMS system developments in a more organized manner than the one I needed 
to use up to now. The general confusion by which many of us have been 
affected when we faced the reality that NOS was not the only operating 
system of our lives had a considerable weight on the tardiness of this 
paper. Fortunately, it is almost over now and I can consolidate in writing 
what I had been doing for the past months. 

1. Packs usage 

l.Je have three packs on the system . The first pack, which is the system 
pack, contains the VMS operating system, most of the additional VMS software 
and special system files. Only system accounts (Cl,*J UIC's) can write on 
this pack. 

The second pack, which is the user's base pack, is dedicated to hold VMS 
log-in-defined root directories for all users. The allowed quota space 
in this pack are of 10000 sectors for user, with a few exceptions of some 
larger ones. The third pack, the overflow pack, contains a directory 
for accounts that need a larger permanent file space than the one allowed 
on the user's base pack. 

The distribution of user's directories in this way can allow us to bring 
up the system available to all users, in the cases when one of our disk 
packs is not functioning, by running without the overflow pack. 

Currently, the system pack and the user's base pack are 2/3 full. I can 
not predict the increase of the system pack contents, but I believe that 
we still have enough space there to contain several additional pieces of 
software. I can see possible problems, hm.,rever, with the user's base 
pack but not in the near future. As space becomes needed I am requesting 
users with large files to transfer them to the overflow pack. So far, 
I have only moved UCC accounts but I will do it with other users as well, 
when necessary. 

2. Packs back up 

A bootable copy of the current system pack is made each two weeks. At the 
time of the copy, a backup of the pack is also taken on magnetic tape. 
Once the copy is done, the up-to-then current system pack is kept as a backup 
pack and the system is brought up to run with the new pack. We use three 
packs for the system pack cycle. Each pack is written again each six 
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weeks. We take daily incremental backups of the system pack on tapes. 
Each day we write on tape all the files created or modified since the 
system pack was placed in operations. With the backup pack and the latest 
written incremental tape we can reconstruct the current system pack in a 
few minutes in the event of the pack being damaged. lfuen this happens, we 
try to duplicate again the current pack at the next avaifable systems' 
time. 

We take full backups on tape of both user's pack once a week. We take 
incremental backups every day. We keep the badup tapes for two weeks. 
In addition!t" "tve keep the first set of backup tapes of each month for two 
months. From those sets of tapes, we also save the ones for January and 
June for six months. We try to handle users permenent files backup following 
the Cybers policy. 

So far, we only needed to utilize the system backup pack once and the 
backup procedures did seem to work almost well. A minor problem was 
presented by some files which were created after the damaged pack was in use 
and the BACKUP routine ignored them. Those files, which I created following 
installation procedures from a software release tape, were dated at the 
day of creation at the vendors' place. The VMS COPY utility is what one 
can call "sort of unpredictable" on dating files. This is a problem that 
we will have to pay attention in each particular case when new products 
are installed. (E.g., create new files right before the pack gets copied 
or updated the new files dates.) 

We never had to reconstruct the users pack due to a problem, but I went 
.through the pack rebuilding procedures as a test. We had, however, 
been reloading several files or directories on users request. 

I wrote a detailed description of how packs are utili~ed, backed, reconstructed, 
copied, cycled, etc. I keep this description on a folder labeled 
VMS-NOTES by the console. 

3. Special accounts and directions 

Besides the one user-account/directory correspondence as it is initially 
defined on VMS validation, I had created several additional accounts and 
directories to fill a variety of purposes which I will try to describe here: 

A) Accounts 

REMOTE This account is used by Operations to monitor VMS from 
an off site terminal. This account has OPER privileges and a 
UCC UIC ((11,*]). 

LOCAL This account is to be used to start and end the print queues 
during the hours that the system is unattended. This account has OPEN 
privilege, a UCC UIC and a LOGIN file that allows the account to 
only perform printer start and stop operations. This account can be 
used only from the console. The password of this account should be 
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requested to Harry Hovland by authorized UCC programmers that need 
to produce printer output off operation hours. The pass\.;rord of the 
account may change often. Anyone '"ho desires to use it should make 
sure to obtain the current one from Harry during the latest attended 
VHS running section. Persons starting the print queue during unattended 
hours should be responsible for attending the printer for user's jobs 
that may be printed at those hours. 

SYSTEMS This account has a system UIC ([l,*J) and can write on 
the system pack. This account does not have any explicit privileges 
granted but, just by being a system account, it can invest itself with 
any desired one, sinceit can modify or delete any system file. The 
no explicit privileges secures the account from unintentional mistakes 
but not against miss-usage. I can give the password of this account 
to authorized UCC personnel when they need to modify files on the system 
pack although, as a first choice I prefer to be requested for the 
modification and make it nyself. In the case that this account is used 
by anyone to change files on the system pack I should be informed right 
away about the changes. 

GRAPHICS This is a UCC group account ((Jl,*)) UIC) handled by 
Kevin McMahon for graphics software development and as a possible 
source of some graphics packages and documentation. 

IHAGE This is an account used by the Image Processing Group handled 
by Kirk Hoaglund, Brian Senn, Kurt Brungardt and Joel Neisen. This 
account contains Image Processing software converted from the PDPll, 
sources and some documentation. This account belongs to a different 
UIC group ('(12,*]). Kirk, Kurt, Brian and Joel accounts are also part 
of that group, in order to share files among themselves but strengthen 
security. 

B) Directories 

On the users's pack: 

UCCLIB This is a directory permitted to UCC UIC's ((11,*]) on write 
mode. I created this directory as a pool location for semi-informal 
software residence. Any UCC programmer is \velcome to place files 
on this directory. I request that file DESCRIBE.TXT which resides 
on that directory be updated \vith a brief information about the created 
files. I also suggest that, when available, documentation for the 
software residing on UCCLIB be placed on DOC type files on the same 
directory. 

MANUALS This directory is a UCC UIC directory permitted to UCC 
accounts on write mode. This directory could be used to offer sofware 
documentation to users when available on machine retrievable format. 
I created this directory upon Linda Merims request and perhaps she 
should be the person in charge of controlling the quality of the 
documentation contained there. The maintenance of a DESCRIBE.TXT file 
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should also be enforced there. In addition, I recommend that documents 
on this directory be formatted with some standard headings that can be 
readable with a program which can create a directory index. 

UCCPROC This is a directory used to hold DCL procedures informally 
offered to users by UCC staff. This directory is permitted to the UCC 
group on write node. The request of maintaining here a DESCRIBE.TXT 
file and DDC files when applicable also stands for this directory. 
As I suggested for the MANUALS directory, procedures placed here could 
be formatted with standard headings in view of a future program to write 
a directory index. 

INFORM This directory, also permitted to UCC staff on write mode, 
is available to contain documentation other than manuals, such as class 
schedules or V1:S system related concepts. The standardization of headings 
and the maintenance of the DESCRIBE.TXT file also applies to this 
directory. 

EUNICE DIRECTORIES I am not going to explain here the contents 
and functions of these directories. I have a description about 
EUNICE installation which describes those directories. The description 
in in the V11S-~OTES folder by the console. 

On the system pack: 

SYSTEM This is the LOGIN directory for the system manager account 
number. This directory contains mainly procedures developed at UCC 
for system maintenance. I am now in the process of organizing the contents 
of this directory by grouping files by their specific functions into 
subdirectories. One subdirectory of SYSTE}l, UCCMODS contains modifications 
implemented to the VMS system. Another subdirectory, BACKUP, contains 
the proce~ures used for packs backups. File DEFINE.COM on this directory 
contain the UCC names and symbols definitions added to the system. 

UCCLIB This directory contains UCC software that does not need to 
be updated frequently. I should be contacted for placing software 
on this directory since the system pack can only be written by system 
accounts. This directory has, compared with the one on the user's 
pack, the advantage of being more secured but the disadvantage of having 
a less direct access for changes. 

EUNICE DIRECTORIES 

SIR,M12,SCRIBE, ETC 
products. 

C) File DESCRIBE.TXT 

(See EUNICE DIRECTORIES on the user's pack). 

This directory contains software for specific 

A text file called DESCRIBE.TXT can be found in several VMS directories. 
I intend to make the DESCRIBE files a source of brief information 
of the contents of the directory where it resides. The DESCRIBE file 
should contain the name of other files residing in the directory, 
a description of the file's purpose, the name of the persons in charge 
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of it and the date of the file's creation or modifications. I have 
not had time to nicely for::at and update DESCRIBE files with all 
the modifications made before I started to create them, but although 
still incomplete, I found them quite helpful! on keeping track of 
things. 

4. Security 

'My experience with VMS makes oe see the system pack no safer than a personal 
micr6-~m2uter floppy with respect to any activity of system accounts or 
user accouin:s provided of special privileges. Now, when the floppy is a very 
special custom made pack, it contains almost 300,000 blocks of dependable 
information, it is used for production runs for more than 300 users, it takes 
almost one hour of dedicated com~uter time to reload it and there is not 
software available for a fast re;ort of its status, the personal micro 
computer point of view becomes quite frightening. 

Any alternation on system pack files may not be noted immediately. It 
may take more than the six weeks cycle on which the system pack is renewed 
to detect damaged files. It oay be very hard to detect, in case of system 
bad functioning, which files are the affected. The solution to these problems 
could be quite troublesome, such as in an extreme case having to reinstall 
all individual software in a newly reconstructed pure VMS system. 

Perhaps I am exercising more jealously with security than what is needed. 
Perhaps I am requested some time to grant priveleges to individual accounts 
beyond the security boundaries which I consider adequate. I try to analyze 

· each need as a special case and to minimize the risk margin. As part of 
my security procedures, I allow system accounts to log in only at the operators 
console and I minimize the potentially dangerous privileges given to no system 
pack. Stuart Levy, John Mulhern and my own account are now the only ones 
provided with' the SETPRIV privilege. Stuart and John are 'now heavily working 
on system projects. I analyze with both of them for time to time the need 
of maintaining the privilege. I can grant privileges to other staff members 
that may need them but they have to be able to prove it. In a discrepancy 
of opinions about a valid privilege request I will ask for a written note 
from the Director of the member's group. (I am sorry about the inconvenience 
that this may involve, but I need to keep my mental health running as well 
as the sys tern.) 

5. System time 

There is system time available on the Shepherds Lab VAX every week day from 
6:00 to 8:00. If needed, it is also possible to schedule blocks of time 
during the weekends. A notice should be placed on the system to inform users 
about the weekend time no later than Friday mornings. Any authorized UCC 
staff member needing to use system time should see Harry or myself to 
reserve it. 
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The older backup cop~ of the system pack should be used on system's time. 
This pack is stored in the Computer Room and labeled as "SYSTE11 TIME SYSTEM 
PACK". Individual files for each task, create either on production time 
or system time, have to be transferred back and forth the system time pack 
through the user's pack on magnetic tape. Persons using the system on 
system time should be familiar with pack mounting and removing, booting the 
system, assuring no users will be logging in at that time, knowing when 
the users packs should be removed for safety, etc. In addition, they should 
be responsible for reconstructing the users packs if they get damaged. 
The VMS-NOTES folder stored by the console describes how to reload the users 
pack. (If you need to reload the users pack please be a~,rare that it takes 
almost one hour to reload a semifull pack and that the loading has to be made 
still on system time.) 

6. System performance 

When I went to the \~!S system managing class I was thought at first that 
what it is really needed at all times to improve system performance is to 
increase memory. Any~vay, I made a few changes to the initial VMS installation 
system to help with performance. 

I increased the size of the paging and dump files in order to accomodate more 
users. I left those files residing on the system pack. I decided that, 
so far, it is the most adequate location for them. I will consider the moving 
of those files to an other pack if the frequence of I/O operations shows 
to be there less than on the system pack. This does not seem to be the 
case now. 

I created a batch job queue 'vhich allows a limit of 700 pages. It is quite 
simple in VMS to subnit an image to be run as a batch job and with some 
users education ~ve should be able to maintain low interactive limits but a 
fairly good response time. In addition, I plan to set up another batch queue 
which will be started off the pick of working hours (7:00p.m. to 6:00a.m.) 
with a limit of 1500 pages. I still have to figure out what to do with very 
long jobs from this queue which may not end running until the next day. 

I can consider to increase the page limit for interactive jobs from 200 to 
250 or 300 pages although I believe that the current limits are enough. 

7. Software 

We officially now have a software maintenance contract with Digital. I 
have not received yet any updates covered by this contract. I had updated 
the system, however, to version 2.4 from revision materials produced by the 
initial contract. The current level of other Digital provided products 
on the VMS system are: 

FORTRAN 2.4 
PASCAL 1. 2 
FORMS 1.0 
COBOL 1.2 
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From now on I will be announcing in the DS~ t~e i~:~re update as I recieve 
the materials. I will also announce if there is c. :'.eed for updating doctmlentation. 
If the updates are not critical, I 'vill try to co c::-dinate them with users 
notices and the availability of documentation. 

I have been installing other peices of soft· .. ·are p:-::vid~d also by Digital 
or other vendors upon several UCC staff requests. ~ot all this sofware 
was DSN proposed in advance. Should I say that I did it because it was 
"well known" that we were going to nm that so£twc.::-e? It seemed meaningless 
to delay the installation of those products at the ti~e when it was quite 
unclear what we were going to do with \~·~S. ~.:ell, ::. 'post facto' description 
of the installed products follmvs: 

SPSS 
SPSS was installed by request of S. Yen. There are entries included on 
the HELP Library for this product. This ?roc::ct is accessed as a 
system product through the SPSS stateme:1t. C:!e system definition 
(SPSS) is used to install it as such. 

scss 
SCSS was also installed by request of S. :en. SCSS is accessed through 
the scss statement. One system definitic~ is usee to install it as 
such. There is no entry on the HElP Library £or SCSS. 

SIR 
SIR was installed by request of B. Cook. Th2:-e are no entries· 
included on the HELP Library for this pro~uct. Accordingly with the vendor 
definition, the SIR software is accessed ~hrc::gh ~~o procedures: SIRA 
and SIRB and the reference to those proce~ure3 as ~ell as the one to 
SIR itself have to be system defined. LJis is the way in which SIR 
is currently installed, but Brian. Lay ana!ize th~ ?OSsibility of minimizing 
this definition. 

EDTCAI 
This is a Digital provided package to tea::h t:-:e EDT editor course. I 
installed EDTCAI by my own decision. Tnere i5 not an entry on 
the HELP Library for EDTCAI and it requires c:1e S)~bol definition. 
The package is accessed by the RUN EDTCAI sta:eL!lent. 

FORMS 
This is a package provided by Digital which 1 installed by request of 
B. Jarvis. There is an entry on the HELP Lib:-ary for FORMS. Bob has 
been experimenting with the package ani so f::.r I have not installed 
any special system definitions for it. 

MASll 
This package was installed by R. HoloieTI's re~uest. This product 
seems to require some definitions that can net be done at the system 
level on a computer which is not dedicated tc run y,_~Sll. I installed 
the definitions at group level. Tnis requires all ~~511 accounts to 
belong to the same group or at least, to diff:rent groups than any 
other V}!S users unrelated with }~Sll. Additi~~al definitons are also 
made on the l-~SSll users LOGIN files. Renee is still analizing this 
package to consider the possibilities for its final release to users. 
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TELLAGRAF 
By the time that this report is printed this package will already be 
installed. There is an entry for TELLAGRAF on the HELP Library. 
TELLAGRAF requires one system definition. The binary of TELLAGRF 
resides on the GRAPHICS directory. TELLAGRAF installation is a combined 
effort of the GRAPHICS Group headed by K. NcMahon and S. Yen. 

SCRIBE 
SCRIBE was installed by the request of R. Holoien. The installation 
of SCRIBE was the \vork of S. Collins and Renee. As an exception from 
all the other softlvare listed here, the installation of SCRIBE was 
described in the November 2nd DSN by P. Jarvis. SCRIBE requires one 
symbol definition which lets it be invocked with the SCRIBE command 
and has an entry on the HELP Library. 

DH 
This software is used to drive the terminals connected to the DR 
ports. The software installation description presented documentation 
conflice with ·DCL. According to the description, users whose terminals 
are connected to the system through DHS should use the system 
predefined instructions SETDH and SH01f.DH to set and show their terminals, 
instead of the SET and SHOW DCL commands. In order to avoid this problem 
for the time being for outside VNS users, I requested the DRS ports 
to be used for devices and the Shepherd Lab hard wired terminals keeping 
and extending the dial type ports on the DZll. 

The DRS connected terminals seem to be working right and it looks like 
they can be SET and SHOW "tvi thin DCL commands. The SETDH and SHO\IDH 
immages may have to be invoked, however, for some special type of 
terminals. 

Linda Merims printed a nice description in the February 19th YUCCS 
describing the netv ports and telephones after the DH installation 
(TTA, 300 baud are on 6-9770, TTB, 1200 baud, are on 6-8070 and TTC 
are handwired) . 

7. System Log Notes 

We keep a folder by the console labeled "VMS SYSTEM LOG". We record in 
this folder several kinds of system activities such as user's files and 
system packs backups, downtimes and their reason, VMS files modifications, 
system parameters modifications, products installation and updates, general 
information, etc. 

This folder still needs a little bit of organization by topics. Although 
most of the notes end up under the "general" field, the folder is a good 
start for references. I have found Harry, Stuart and John to be very 
cooperative on maintaining this log. I would like to request people using 
special accounts at the console to breifly record their activity in this 
log if that activity involves any change on the system pack files. 
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8. LOGIN system files 

Most of the VMS users use the same system LOGIN file. I set up some different 
LOGIN files for two other kinds of accounts: the MASll accounts and the 
closed accounts. The MASSll accounts need to have MASSll group definitions 
in the system login file. The closed accounts use a file which logs them 
off after printing the "THIS ACCOUNT IS CLOSED" message. The location 
of the login files of this two kinds of accounts is given on the validation 
file. 

LOGIN files should reside on the SYSTEM directory on the LOGIN subdirectory. 
File DEFINE.COM in htis subdirectory contains UCC system symbols definitions. 
Pointers to the LOGIN files are still kept on the SYSMGR directory. I still 
need to do a little bit ow work organizing the locations and contents of 
the LOGIN files. The work will be independent of the files contents and 
functions. 

9. DSN proposals 

Any modification to be implemented on the VSN system should be proposed 
on this DSN before it is implemented. An article describing the modification 
could be sent directly to T. Lanzatella for publication. lVhoever does not 
want to write an article can request me to publish a notice on the VMS 
section. Either an article or a short note, it should be specific on 
describing the product~ its function~ the system definitons that requires, 
the availability of documentation, (stand alone document and/or HELP 
Lirbray entry) and its degree of support (UCC software, outside vendor, 
·etc.). 

I will accept, of course, requests to install VMS software at what I can 
call a technical level without requesting a DSN article to be published 
ahead of time. I call a technical level the handling of the software prior 
to the stage in which it will be made formally available to users. This is 
when symbol definitions hsould be created for all users to access the product 
and entries on the HELP Library should be inserted. At that stage a DSN 
announcement should be made. I will be happy to help any one on preparing 
a DSN article. 

Unfortunately~ the kind of discipline of processing and discussing system 
modifications which leads to an overall better organization of a system 
is viewed by many UCC members as an obstacle for doing whatever they want 
to do. It should not be viewed as such if what they want to do is right. 
I will appreciate collaboration on keeping up with dead lines for notices 
and in understanding that I need to follow a DSN cycle for changes. 

10. Accounts security 

A. Class accounts 

I am concerned about security related with UCC grouP ((ll,*))UICs) 
accounts given to students to be used for class work. The UCC 
accounts belong to a group where some degree of security should be 
maintained. The accounts to be used by classes should belong to 
a different group. The accounts used now for classes can still 
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remain as such, but they should be used only by the instructors 
to place there files available to the class. A new group 
should be created to hold UCC student accounts. 

B. Special UCC projects accounts 

Any group of UCC staff members working in a common project that 
may need to share files among themselves but feel that read 
or write permits to the group could be to unsecured should 
request J. Schwab to assign them a new accounts with a new user 
index in a different group. If, once obtained the new accounts, 
which will have, of course, different names they \vould like to 
drop the old ones and have the new ones renamed they should 
contact me for the change. Since it is not convenient to have 
many different groups and to be transferring files from one to 
another, request for a different group account should be justified 
by a need. 

C. No UCC or Group Accounts 

All the no UCC users accounts that do not belong to any group, 
belong to the same group. This group is the 11no group" group. 
No one in that group has or will have special group privileges. 
The directories for these accounts however, are permitted by 
by default on write mode to the group. I plan to change the permit 
on those directories to allow only read access for the group. 
New directories created for that kind of users should have only 
read permission for group members. 

11. On going projects 

A. VHS help phone anwering 

S. Levy, J. Mulhern and myself volunteered for maintianing a·three
hour a week VMS questions/answering phone service. If we find 
more volunteers we could cove~ one hour a day for the five days 
in the work week. The UCC help line consultant at Experimental 
Engineering could refer users \vith VMS questions to the VMS 
phone consulting line. This does not exclude the possiblity of 
also continuing filling referral forms to be sent to any one of 
us. To offer this service we need first of all, a dedicated phone 
number at Shepherd Lab which could be turned off out of the 
consulting schedule. Second, we have to decide which consulting 
hours will be established. \ve plan the hours to be distributed 
at a different time each day, in order not to exclude people 
whose schedules may not allmv them to call us at one time or 
another. We also have to select the hours at times that can 
suit the three of us to allow interchangeable times. If we can 
organize this soon we will publish it in the next UCC Newsletter. 
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B. Machine retrievable VMS documentation 

The HELP command is very handy and the HELP Library useful when 
one \.;ants to knmV' about VMS commands. Nm-1, to know about the VNS 
system at UCC, it is required to have a Cyber account and print 
the SERVICE=VAXV}1S writeup. It is time to make the VMS system 
more self-contained. 

To start some VHS documentation I have an initial idea of converting 
the Cyber writeup into modules on a VNS help type file. I found 
lots of obstacles about this conversion. Some people argue for the 
modules to be included on the VHS HELP Library as direct entries, 
others favor the modules to be combined under a few main entries 
but still inserted in the HELP Library. Others choose to create 
a separate library and to introduce a DCL command for the retrieval 
of the information. My opinion is the third one, as it shows 
in the proposal which I am presenting in this DSN issue in conjunction 
with S. Collins and R. Holiem. 

One way or other, I hope to be able to install some kind of information 
retrieval on V}5 in the near near future. 

I will be glad to discuss further topics of ·this article, either at individual 
levels or at a Systen Group meeting. I request, however, that objections or 
suggestions to the policies which this report describes be made in l-7riting 
and presented to me prior to the discussion. 

/1/1/1/111 

Cyber Deadstart Dump Analysis 2/17 to 3/ - B. E. Blas!ng 

Cyber 

Thur., 
Thur., 
Thur., 

730 - CYBERA 

2/18, 10:25 
2/18, 11:14 
2/18, 11:31 

DD2025 
DD2006 
DD2007 

Thur., 2/18, 16:54 DD2011 
Many strange crashes happened until the upper bank of PPU's was diagnosed 
bad. A wire shorting against a pin was found the next morning. 

Fri., 2/19, 14:52 No Dump 
An ECS error dmmed both multimainframe machines. 
spontaneously. 

The error went away 

Mon., 2/22, 09:59 No Dump 
ECS failed solidly. The problem was corrected at 12~00. 
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Cyber 74 - CYBERB 

Fri., 2/19, 14:59 
ECS error. 

Sun., 2/21, 18:07 
A memory stack went out. 

Mon., 2/22, 09:37 
. Mon.~ 2/22, 10:31 
Hon.t 2/22, 12:13 
ECS errors. See 730 description. 

No Dump 

DD2007 

No Dump 
No Dump 
No Dump 

Thur., 2/25, 12:40 DD2001 
CIO hung dropping unreserved t =ack£ . The ~ause was not determinable but 
I suspect it is the sane as the neT. t ~rash. 

Wed. DD2002 
unreserved t =ack=. A q~=ue file from the 730 had been 

purged on the 730 after it had ~ee~ = ~ved ~o the 74 by UQM. This caused 
its tracks to be dropped twi~e. Tc~s is caused by a bug in the QUEUE,PURGE 
facility which should be fixed by ~'"'~ -

Cyber 172 - MERITSS 

Mon., 2/22, 09:05 DDlO 
Mon., 2/22, U9: 22 No Dump 
Mon., 2/22, 10:05 No Dump 
Several crashes were caused by ECS ?r2ble=;. We finally brought up the 
machine without ECS and ~, i nternal c:ock -~til 12:00. 

UH/UNIX Down Time Summary 2/2Z-3/7 

Wed., 2/24 0800-0930 
System came up late due to a d~ag2i =ile ; ystem. No clues as to why this 
happened • No Dump. 

Thurs., 2/25, 0800-0900 
Same problem as Wed. A fix ••as put i~ to ~etect bad writes to root file 
system in an attempt to track down ?rcblem. No Dump. Drive 1 was down 
for the day. 

~Ion., 3/1, 1350-1400 
Took machine down for C1I for l) mi:m:as t: locate UBA problem and check 
out board for VMS V.A.X. 

Tues., 3/2, 1200-2400 

System was stripped of a cou?le of ?a=:s fer the V}IS VAX. This is being 
corrected and shouldn't happen agai~ . 

Wed., 3/3, 000-2150 
System still down (see 3/2). 
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